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Introduction: In case of kidney failure, hemodialysis is the primary kidney replacement 
technique. Several vascular access methods used for the therapy, one of which is the 
arterio-venous fistula (AVF). In the AVF, the blood flow is altered, which can elevate the 
mechanical stress on the red blood cells (RBCs). This can affect the RBC hemorheological 
properties, and it can further cause systemic changes. To lower the turbulence and shear 
stress, we performed a loop-shaped arterio-arterial venous interposition graft (loop-shaped 
graft) to compare its effect to the conventional AVF.

Materials and Methods: Thirty male Wistar were used (permission registration Nr.: 
25/2016/UDCAW). The animals were randomly divided into sham-operated, AVF, and 
loop groups (n = 10/each). The superficial inferior epigastric vein (SIEV) was used to create 
the AVF and the loop-shaped graft. Blood samples were taken before/after the surgery 
and at the 1st, 3rd, and 5th postoperative weeks. We  measured hemorhelogical, 
hematological, and blood gas parameters. The microcirculation of the hind limbs was 
also monitored using Laser Doppler fluxmetry.

Results: Hematocrit, RBC count, and hemoglobin decreased by the 1st postoperative 
week. The erythrocyte aggregation values significantly increased in the fistula group by 
the 5th week (6.43 ± 2.31 vs. 13.60; p < 0.0001; vs. before operation). At the postoperative 
1st week in the loop group, the values showed a significant decrease in RBC deformability. 
During the maturation period, dominantly at the 5th week, all values were normalized. 
The operated hind limb’s skin microcirculation significantly increased in the sham and 
loop group by the 1st week (39 ± 10.57 vs. 73.93 ± 1.97 BFU, p < 0.01). This increase 
wasn’t observed in the fistula group probably due to a steal-effect.

Conclusion: Unlike in the loop group, in the presence of the fistula, several rheological 
parameters have changed. The loop-shaped graft had only minimal impact on micro-
rheological parameters.

Keywords: hemorheology, microcirculation, red blood cell damage, arterio-venous fistula, microsurgery, 
anastomoses, micro-rheology
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INTRODUCTION

In the microcirculation, the red blood cells’ (RBCs) hemorheological 
parameters can affect the perfusion of the supplied tissue (Chien, 
1987; Jung et  al., 2011; Jose et  al., 2014; Muravyov et  al., 
2018). These parameters can be  affected by several factors, for 
example, the body temperature, the pH of the blood, medication, 
age, inflammation, etc. (Aarts et al., 1986; Hughes and Kikuchi, 
1988; Lecklin et  al., 1996; Kuzman et  al., 2000; Yao et  al., 
2003; Yang et  al., 2014; Bateman et  al., 2017; Nemeth et  al., 
2018; Somogyi et  al., 2018). The RBC deformability and 
aggregation during infection can be altered due to the pathogen 
itself like in the case of malaria or due to the inflammation 
(Hosseini and Feng, 2012; Nemeth et  al., 2015). In sepsis, the 
early signs of the inflammation could be  shown by the 
hemorheological changes (Nemeth et  al., 2015). Metabolic 
diseases like diabetes also have a great effect on the deformability 
of the RBCs, showing a great difference between patients with 
diabetes who are therapeutically well-balanced compared to 
patient who are not (Kiesewetter et  al., 1986).

Mechanical trauma can also be  damaging the blood cells 
and, therefore, it can affect the micro-rheological properties 
of the RBCs. This can be  caused by an external source like 
running, and in extreme conditions, it can even cause hemolysis 
(Telford et al., 2003). The internal source of mechanical trauma 
is caused by altered flow due to vascular surgery or some 
pathological processes, such as stenosis. In case of stenosis, 
the laminar flow changes to semi-turbulent or turbulent flow 
distal to the narrowing (Clark, 1980; Liu, 2007). After surgery, 
the anastomosis rarely has the exact same geometry of the 
original vessel, and during healing, the geometry of the vessel 
can further change. Implanted objects like heart valve and 
graft can also disturb the blood flow (Karanasiou et  al., 2015; 
Vahidkhah et al., 2016). The heart valve can even cause hemolysis 
but not to the extent of anemia. The location and the number 
of heart valves greatly affect the amount of hemolysis that 
occurs (Skoularigis et al., 1993). The main source of mechanical 
trauma in the previously mentioned cases is the appearing 
turbulence, which consequently elevates the shear-stress as well 
(Ku, 1997). The turbulent flow and elevated shear stress are 
damaging to the RBCs depending on the magnitude and the 
exposure time (Kameneva et  al., 2007; Yen et  al., 2014).

High flow velocity together with turbulent flow and high 
shear stress should be avoided because of the previously mentioned 
reasons. However, in case of an arterio-venous fistula (AVF), 
these are the given conditions especially after maturation 
(Anderson et  al., 1977; Fitts et  al., 2014; Pike et  al., 2017; 
Oliver, 2018). At the beginning of the formation of the fistula, 
the flow drastically changes compared to the physiological venous 
condition, the blood flow is high, and so the shear stress. The 
vein reacts to the new environment and the diameter increases 
to the more favorable conditions, which are lower shear stress 
and blood velocity. The venous endothelial tissue has a key 
role mediating the previously mentioned histological changes 
(Browne et  al., 2015). If the vein graft is inserted into an 
artery, the conditions will be  different. In this case, the vein 
graft experiences almost physiological arterial flow and shear stress. 

In these conditions, the vessel wall will adapt differently and 
the diameter will not change drastically, and it can be  increased 
or decreased depending on the blood flow velocity and shear 
stress profile (Zarins et  al., 1987; Binns et  al., 1989; Gnasso 
et  al., 1996). The flow profile of the venous and arterial blood 
flow regarding mean flow velocity and flow volume in equal-
sized vessels are relatively similar, and the key difference is the 
much higher pressure in the arteries (Ku, 1997; Holland et al., 1998; 
Libertiny and Hands, 1999; Thiriet, 2015).

The mean blood flow velocity, the peak velocity, and the 
flow volume can drastically change after AVF surgery, both in 
the arterial and venous side (Anderson et  al., 1977). Also, in 
the fistula itself, because of the high pressure gradient, the vein 
experiences extreme conditions including elevated turbulent flow 
and high shear stress (Hammes, 2015). After the fistula is made, 
it constantly affects the individual RBCs until it is thrombotized 
or surgically reconstructed. The effect of the disturbed flow on 
the RBCs has not been completely studied yet in case of AVF. 
Also, the systemic effect of the circulating damaged cells is not 
known. It is important because when the microcirculation is 
impaired due to a disease like diabetes or small vessel vasculitis, 
a creation of an AVF can further decrease the already damaged 
distal microcirculation (Savage et  al., 2000; Rask-Madsen and 
King, 2013). Damaged RBCs circulating in the vascular system 
could significantly decrease the microcirculation of the distant 
tissues. The performed fistula can also cause permanent perfusion 
problem of the operated limb due to steal mechanism (Chai 
et  al., 2018). The turbulent flow and the shear stress can 
be  modified with altering the shape of the vessel or the graft 
(Karino et  al., 1987; Coppola and Caro, 2009).

We hypothesized that the gradual curvature of a loop-shaped 
graft instead of the traditional U-shape could be  beneficial to 
an AVF. Also to reduce the flow velocity and the shear stress 
in the vessel, we  decided to have the vessel implanted into 
the artery thus making a loop-shaped arterio-arterial venous 
interposition graft (loop-shaped graft). That is why we  aimed 
to investigate how an AVF affects the local and systemic 
microcirculation and hemorheological parameters compared to 
a loop-shaped graft.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Animals
Thirty male Wistar (Crl:WI) rats were used (ethical permission 
registration Nr.: 25/2016/UDCAW). The average age of the 
animals was 8–10  weeks and 349.7  ±  13.76  g were the average 
weight. They were randomly divided in to three groups, as 
sham-operated (n  =  10), fistula (n  =  10), and loop group 
(n  =  10). The rats were kept in standard cages and fed with 
ad libitum with commercially available food and water.

Surgical Protocol
All the rats were anesthetized using a mixture of ketamine 
(100  mg/kg), xylazin (10  mg/kg), and atropine (0.05  mg/kg), 
administered intraperitoneally (Green et  al., 1981). For 
thrombosis, prophylaxis heparin was administered i.v. (80 IU/kg). 
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After the anesthesia, the lower abdominal wall and both inner 
thighs were shaved and disinfected using Betadine solution. 
A 26-gauge cannula was inserted into the lateral tail vein for 
blood sampling and fluid therapy. The surgical site was carefully 
isolated with gauze and an incision was made above the right 
inguinal ligament, and then the femoral vessels were isolated. 
The superficial inferior epigastric vein (SIEV) was also isolated, 
which is the second side branch of the femoral vein on the 
medial side from the inguinal ligament. The previously mentioned 
steps were the same in each group. A 10/0 non-absorbable 
polyamide thread was used with 3/8 serosa (taper) needle for 
every anastomosis, and a 6/0 absorbable polyglycolic acid thread 
was used for the skin sutures with 3/8 cutting needle. In case 
of the sham-operated group, after the dissection, the rat stayed 
under anesthesia for an additional 90  min, which was the 
duration of the vascular intervention in the other groups. Then 
the skin was closed with a continuous suture.

The fistula was performed after the dissection using the 
SIEV. The vein was mobilized, but a significant amount of 
connective tissue was left intentionally on the vessel wall. This 
was useful in a later part of the surgery. The distal end of 
the SIEV was ligated, cut, and finally flushed with heparin 
solution. After that the vessel was positioned by bending the 
SIEV 180° in the shape of U. A side cut was made on the 
femoral artery forming approximately the same diameter orifice 
as the SIEV, and it was also washed with heparin solution. 
The vein was sutured to the orifice on the femoral artery 
using simple interrupted stitches, so creating and end-to-side 
anastomosis (Figure  1A, right arrow). We  checked the flow 
of the fistula by closing the SIEV with a microvascular clip. 
By releasing the clip, arterial blood entered the femoral vein 
and changed the color of the vessel bright red. Two anchoring 
sutures were used to secure the U-shape of the fistula. The 
stitches were placed into the connecting tissue around the 
vessel and into the gracilis muscle (Figure  1A, left arrow). 
The skin was sutured in the same fashion as in the sham-
operated group.

In case of the loop instead of the side-to-end anastomosis, 
two end-to-end anastomoses were performed using simple 
interrupted stitches. First, the SIEV was mobilized and washed 

just like in the fistula group, and then the femoral artery was 
cut in half and each vessel end was flushed with heparin 
solution. The start of the loop making process was to connect 
the distal end of the SIEV to the proximal end of the artery. 
After the anastomosis was made, it was tested for leakage and 
flow. Since the proximal end of the SIEV was still connected 
to the femoral vein, at this point, it was acting as an AVF 
and, therefore, it was tested in that manner. After the completion 
of the previous steps, the proximal end of the vein was ligated 
and cut at the junction of the SIEV and the femoral vein. 
The distal end of the femoral artery and the proximal end of 
the SIEV was also sutured forming an end-to-end anastomosis 
(Figure  1B, right arrow). All the microvascular clips were 
removed, and the arterio-arterial graft was tested for patency 
and leakage. The patency was tested using the double occlusion 
test (“milking” test; Pandya et  al., 2003). At this stage, the 
venous graft was twisted so that it would be  shaped like a 
loop. This was fixed with two anchoring stitches just like in 
the case of the fistula (Figure  1B, left arrow). The skin was 
sutured as it was mentioned previously. During the postoperative 
weeks, flunixin was used for pain management (10  mg/kg, 
s.c.). At the 5th postoperative week under general anesthesia, 
the vessels were dissected again for visual inspection and for 
patency testing.

Blood Sampling Protocol
Blood samples were taken from the tail cannula before/after 
the surgery and at the 1st, 3rd, and 5th postoperative week 
(PO1, PO3, and PO5 week). The blood was stored in vacutainer 
tubes (BD Vacutainer® tubes, 5.4  g K3-EDTA, 3  ml). Each 
time 300  μl of blood was taken for the hematological and 
hemorheological measurements, plus an additional 90  μl was 
taken before and after the surgery and also at the PO5 week 
for blood gas and blood electrolyte analysis. At the postoperative 
weeks, the rats were anesthetized with the same anesthetic 
mixture, and the lateral tail vein was cannulated again. At the 
PO5 week, blood was also taken from the inferior caval vein 
in the fistula group to test the composition of the mixed 
(arterio-venous) blood.

Hematological Variables
All the measurements were performed by a Sysmex K-4500 
automate (TOA Medicor Electronics Co., Ltd., Japan). In this 
paper, we  analyzed the RBC count (1012/L), the white blood 
cell (WBC) count (109/L), the hematocrit [Hct (%)], the 
hemoglobin concentration [Hgb (g/L)], the mean corpuscular 
volume [MCV (fL)], and the platelet number [Plt (109/L)].

Blood Gas, Acid-Base, Metabolic Parameters, 
and Electrolytes
We measured the partial oxygen and partial carbon dioxide 
pressure [pO2, pCO2 (mmHg)], the oxygen saturation [sO2 
(%)], pH, bicarbonate [HCO3

− (mmol/l)], glucose [Glu (mmol/L)], 
and lactate [Lac (mmol/L)]. Also some blood electrolytes were 
measured: sodium, potassium, calcium, and chloride (mmol/L) 
using an EPOC® Blood Analysis System (Epocal Inc., Canada).

A B

FIGURE 1 | Photos about the finished vascular interventions. The left arrows 
on each panel show the anchoring stitches, and the right arrows show the 
anastomosis. (A) U-shaped arterio-venous fistula. (B) Loop-shaped arterio-
arterial venous interposition graft.
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Red Blood Cell Deformability and Red Blood Cell 
Aggregation
The erythrocyte deformability was examined using the LoRRca 
MaxSis Osmoscan ektacytometer (Mechatronics BV, Netherlands). 
Ten microliter of blood was diluted in 2  ml of polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone (PVP) and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution 
(viscosity: 27 mPas, osmolarity: 300 mOsm/kg, pH: ∼7.3). The 
deformability of the RBCs was tested by determining the 
elongation of the cell under increasing shear stress [SS (Pa)] 
based on laser-diffractometry. The elongation of the cells was 
recorded between 0.3 and 30  Pa. The range of SS could be  set 
between 0.3 and 75 Pa, but the upper range is not physiological, 
which could show unrealistic values (Baskurt et  al., 2009). A 
laser diffraction pattern was provided by shining a beam on 
the RBC suspension. The laser beam is scattered on the surface 
of the RBCs. The device analyses the pattern and the software 
calculates and presents the data as an elongation index (EI) – 
shear stress curves (SS; Hardeman et  al., 2007). The values of 
the EI are proportional to the erythrocyte deformability. Using 
the Lineweaver-Burke analysis, the maximal EI (EImax) and the 
shear stress at half-maximal elongation [SS1/2 (Pa)], and their 
ratio (EImax/SS1/2) were also calculated. Erythrocyte aggregation 
was measured using a Myrenne MA-1 erythrocyte aggregometer 
(Myrenne GmbH, Germany), based on light-transmittance 
method (Hardeman et al., 2007). Approximately 20 μl of blood 
was required for each test. Aggregation indices as M 5  s and 
M 10  s were tested at 0  s−1 shear rate and M1 5 s and M1 
10 s at 3  s−1 shear rate.

Microcirculation
The microcirculation of the tissue was monitored using a Laser 
Doppler (LD) fluxmeter (LD-01, Experimetria Ltd., Hungary) 
and a standard pencil probe (Oxford Optronix Ltd., 
United  Kingdom). The device expresses the blood flux unit 
(BFU), which is a dimensionless number as an integral over 
the number and velocity of RBCs in the given region (~1 mm3). 
This measurement was taken before, 10  min after ischemia 
and 10  min after reperfusion, and also at the 1st, 3rd, and 
5th postoperative weeks. Six points were tested on each side 
of the animals: lower abdominal wall, the inner thigh, and 
the second metatarsal foot pad. For the data analysis S.P.E.L. 
Advanced Kymograph software (Experimetria Ltd., Hungary) 
was used. Ten seconds of LD recordings were recorded after 
the stabilization of the waves, averaging the values (Nemeth 
and Szabo, 2017). The surface temperature of the foot (°C) 
was also monitored using an infrared thermometer at the 5th 
postoperative week.

Statistics
The statistical analyses were performed using the GraphPad 
Prism 8 software. The significance level was set to p  ≤  0.05. 
All data distribution was checked for normality, and accordingly, 
Student t-test or Wilcoxon or Mann-Whitney non-parametric 
tests, as well as two-way ANOVA tests were used. The correlation 
between data sets was examined by calculating the Pearson 
correlation coefficient.

RESULTS

General Observations
After 5  weeks of maturation, all the loops arterialized and all 
the fistulas matured. Regardless of the surgical intervention, 
all operated hind limbs remained functional and had no visible 
difference compared to the other hind limbs.

Hematological Variables
The hematological values showed the biggest changes at the 
PO1 week (Figures  2A–C). The Hct, RBC count, and the Hgb 
values decreased significantly within each group and the values 
normalized by the end of the PO5 week (Figures  2A–C). The 
loop group values were significantly lower at the PO1 week 
than the other groups (Figures  2A–C). MCV values also 
increased significantly at the PO1 week, this increase was 
notable compared to the other groups too (Figure  2D). 
Interestingly the Hct, RBC count, and Hgb showed a distinctive 
elevation at the PO5 week within the fistula group and also 
compared to the other two groups (Figures  2A–C). The Plt 
count significantly elevated in the loop group at the PO1 
(Table  1). The WBC values increased after the surgery and 
significantly decreased in the sham and loop groups. In the 
fistula groups, the WBC count remained in higher level (Table 2).

Blood Gas, Acid-Base, Metabolic 
Parameters, and Electrolytes
Several parameters were measured but most of them did not 
show any notable changes during the observation period. Only 
the oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressures changed 
significantly in the fistula group (Figures  3A,B). The pCO2 
elevated after the surgery (after OP vs. PO5 week; 35.67 ± 5.81 
vs. 47.54 ± 11.22; p = 0.0076), and accordingly the pO2 decreased 
(before OP vs. PO5 week; 67.08  ±  4.93 vs. 57.08  ±  3.19; 
p = 0.461). At the PO5 week, the fistula group had the highest 
pO2 values, but the change was not significant. We  also took 
blood samples in the fistula group from the inferior caval 
vein, where the venous blood mixed with the arterial blood 
from the fistula. This was done at the PO5 week when 
we  terminated the animals. Most notably the pO2 (venous vs. 
mixed; 57.083 ± 3.20 vs. 63.12 ± 11.14; p = 0.0099) and glucose 
concentration (venous vs. mixed; 18.95 ± 3.61 vs. 24.93 ± 2.31; 
p  =  0.0109) were increased. Other acid-base or metabolic 
parameters and electrolytes did not change significantly.

Red Blood Cell Deformability and Red 
Blood Cell Aggregation
In conjunction with the hematological result, the most prominent 
changes were observed at the PO1 week in the loop group 
(Figure  4A). The RBC deformability significantly impaired by 
the PO1 week in the loop group and compared to the other 
groups, the changes were significant (Figure  4C). The largest 
differences were seen between 1.69 and 5.33  Pa shear stress. 
However, in all groups, the deformability values were almost 
the same by the end of the postoperative period (Figure  4D). 
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The fistula showed significant elevation at the PO5 week only 
above 16.87  Pa compared to the values before the operation 
(Figure  4B). The EImax and EImax /SS1/2 values also normalized 
at the end, except in the fistula group, where the values significantly 
increased (EImax: before OP vs. PO5 week; 0.55  ±  0.023 vs. 
0.57  ±  0.015; p  =  0.0015; Figures  5A,B). The other calculated 
values did not show notable changes (Figures  5C,D). In case 
of the RBC aggregation, the results showed a significant decrease 
after the surgery in the loop and fistula groups (Figures 6A–D). 
The sham-operated group values behaved irregularly after the 
surgery and returned back to the original range in sham-operated 
and loop groups, except in the fistula group, where the values 
were significantly higher at the PO5 week (Figures 6A–D). This 
was consistent with the hematological findings, because at the 
PO5 week, in the fistula group, the Hgb, RBC, and Htc values 
also significantly increased. Our other finding was that the 
aggregation values in the fistula group strongly correlated with 
the deformability values at higher shear stresses, namely at 9.49, 
16.87, and 30 Pa (p = 0.0333, R2 = 0.8235; p = 0.0095, R2 = 0.9218; 
p  =  0.0207, R2  =  0.8712, respectively).

Microcirculation
These results showed that, in the sham-operated group, as the 
rats grew, the microcirculatory values increased in both foot 
over the follow-up period. This increase was significant 
(Figure 7A). In the loop group, this kind of increase was missing 
from the non-operated foot (Figure 7B), and the fistula notably 
disturbed the microcirculation, because both foot 
microcirculations remained in lower levels (Figure  7C). Both 
hind limbs in the fistula group had significantly lower values 
than of the other two groups (Figure  8A). These results were 
supported by the foot surface temperature results as well. In 
the loop group, the non-operated foot surface temperature was 
significantly lower than the other foot, and it was also lower 
than the sham non-operated foot surface temperature (operated 
vs. non-operated: 32.22  ±  0.7 vs. 30.65  ±  1.35°C, p  =  0.0009; 
sham vs. loop; 32.28  ±  1.15 vs. 30.65  ±  1.35°C, p  =  0.0003; 
Figure  8B). Because of the steal mechanism caused by the 
fistula, we suspected that the surface temperature of the operated 
foot would be  notably lower. The temperature measurement 
confirmed that the values were lower than on the other foot 
and the sham operated foot as well (operated vs. non-operated: 
30.57  ±  1.4 vs. 31.51  ±  1.03°C, p  =  0.0283; sham vs. fistula: 
32.33  ±  1.11 vs. 30.57  ±  1.4°C, p  <  0.0001; Figure  8B).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we  examined the different hematological, 
hemorheological, and microcirculatory changes that may occur 
in the presence of an AVF and a loop-shaped venous graft. 
We  found that the bigger surgical stress in case of the loop, 
caused the most of the early changes, but all of these normalized 
by the end of the follow-up period. The fistula surgery was 

A B

C D

FIGURE 2 | Changes of selected hematological values. (A) Red blood cell count; (B) hematocrit; (C) hemoglobin; and (D) mean corpuscular volume. n = 10, 
mean ± SEM, ^p < 0.05 vs. sham before operation, *p < 0.05 vs. loop before operation, #p < 0.05 vs. fistula before operation, x < p0.05 vs. loop and fistula on the 
PO1 week.

TABLE 1 | Platelet count (Plt) at PO1 and PO5 weeks.

Plt (109/L)

Group
PO1 PO5

Mean ±SD p Vs. Mean ±SD p Vs.

Sham 841.08 98.76 0.0278 Loop 676.75 113.31 0.9995 Loop
Loop 950.43 236.26 0.1062 Fistula 675.22 85.46 0.8844 Fistula
Fistula 868.69 114.06 0.7788 Sham 697.36 67.23 0.882 Sham

The bold means that the p values are at significant level.
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A B

FIGURE 3 | Changes of partial carbon dioxide pressure (A) and partial oxygen pressure (B). n = 10, mean ± SEM, *p < 0.05 vs. fistula at the PO5 week, #p < 0.05 
vs. fistula before operation.

A B

C D

FIGURE 4 | Changes of red blood cell deformability (elongation index values in the function of shear stress) in the loop group (A), fistula group (B), all groups at the 
PO1 week (C), and all groups at the PO5 week (D). n = 10, mean ± SEM, #p < 0.05 vs. PO3 week and PO5 week, *p < 0.05 vs. before operation, ^p < 0.05 vs. 
sham and loop group.

not as stressful for the animals, therefore, lesser changes occurred 
at the beginning of the postoperative period. In contrast, the 
constant presence of the fistula caused several late alterations 
in the hematological and hemorheological parameters.

During the fistula maturation process, the endothelial tissue 
was stimulated by the pressure and shear stress (Davies, 2009). 
Response to that several molecular mediators can be  secreted 

by the endothelial cell, which has great effect on the outcome 
of the histological changes that occur on the vessel. The exposure 
of vascular endothelium to shear forces in the normal value 
range stimulates endothelial cells to release agents with direct 
or indirect antithrombotic properties, such as prostacyclin, 
nitric oxide, thrombomodulin, etc., and can induce regeneration 
(Frangos et  al., 1985; Rubanyi et  al., 1986; Malek et  al., 1994). 

TABLE 2 | Changes of white blood cell (WBC) count values.

WBC (109/L)

Group
Sham operated n = 10 Loop n = 10 Fistula n = 10

Mean ±SD p Vs. Mean ±SD p Vs. Mean ±SD p Vs.

Before 8.25 1.44 0.1543 PO1 7.83 2.20 0.8965 PO1 9.01 1.32 0.9857 PO1
After 4.91 1.68 <0.0001 PO1 7.57 1.87 0.6946 PO1 8.89 2.22 0.9516 PO1
PO1 9.62 0.96 0.0632 PO3 8.39 2.06 0.0353 PO3 9.31 2.30 0.2565 PO3
PO3 7.84 1.07 0.9955 PO5 6.34 1.58 0.9997 PO5 8.07 1.12 0.9983 PO5
PO5 7.58 0.62 0.0216 PO1 6.20 1.33 0.026 PO1 7.89 1.38 0.1388 PO1

The bold means that the p values are at significant level.
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However, if the shear forces are too low, thromboxane can 
be  secreted alongside with other pro-thrombotic and 
vasoconstrictive molecules (Asif et  al., 2006). Regarding the 
nature of the pressure and shear stress values, the vessel can 
react differently because inward or outward remodeling can 
occur (Browne et  al., 2015). Inward remodeling is unfavorable 
because it can lead to the obstruction the fistula. This is 
modulated by pressure and shear stress (Gusic et  al., 2005; 
Jia et al., 2015). High venous pressures are sensed by endothelial 

cells. In response, growth factors such as vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) are released, which can stimulate vascular 
regeneration but also vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation 
(Tisato et  al., 2012; Lu et  al., 2020). So it seems that high 
pressure and high shear stress is protective of the fistula and 
the opposite is promoting the failure the graft.

We suspected mechanical trauma to the RBCs because of 
two reasons. Reason one was that, after the surgery, the flow 
velocity of the blood increases significantly in a fistula,  

A B

C D

FIGURE 5 | Alterations of maximal elongation index (EImax) (A), shear stress at half-maximal elongation (SS1/2) (B), their ratio (C), and the elongation index at 3 Pa 
(D). n = 10, mean ± SEM, #p < 0.05 vs. fistula before operation.

A B

C D

FIGURE 6 | Changes in red blood cell aggregation indices: M 5 s (A), M1 5 s (B), M 10 s (C), and M1 10 s (D). n = 10, mean ± SEM, #p < 0.05 vs. fistula before 
operation.
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A

B

C

FIGURE 7 | Results of microcirculatory measurements on various regions in the sham-operated (A), loop (B), and fistula (C) groups. n = 10, mean ± SEM, 
*p < 0.05 vs. non-operated foot after operation, #p < 0.05 vs. operated foot after operation.

A B

FIGURE 8 | Additional microcirculatory (A) and foot (paw) skin surface measurements on the 5th postoperative week (B). n = 10, mean ± SEM, ^p < 0.05 vs. loop 
group, #p < 0.05 vs. sham-operated group, *p < 0.05 vs. non-operated foot.

which highly elevates the shear forces inside a vessel (Anderson  
et  al., 1977; Coppola and Caro, 2009). Even though the fistula 
matures and the diameter changed, the flow pattern in the 
fistula still remains pathological, because the blood flow is 
elevated thus the shear stress (Anderson et  al., 1977). However, 
the arterialization process of the vein graft allows the vessel to 
adapt to the arterial conditions (Muto et  al., 2010). The smaller 
diameter of the arterialized vein and the slower blood flow 
suggest that the shear stress is also reduced compared to the 
fistula. The second reason was that we  anticipated intima 
hyperplasia, which could cause inner diameter and geometry 
changes (Subbotin, 2007; Browne et  al., 2015). Stenosis changes 
the blood flow pattern from laminar toward turbulent flow,  

and this also elevates the mechanical stress on the RBCs  
(Clark, 1980; Liu, 2007; Vahidkhah et al., 2016). Steal mechanism 
was also expected, which could cause hypoperfusion on the 
operated limb (Mascia et  al., 2010). Due to the vascular 
interventions, short- or long-term hypoperfusion or chronic 
ischemia could be  developed, elevating the hypoxia-inducible 
factor 1 level, which in turn increases the erythropoietin production 
(Haase, 2013; Farsijani et  al., 2016). The elevated erythropoietin 
increases RBC production and thus can alter hematological or 
even hemorheological values as well. Besides RBC production 
erythropoietin has other properties as well, it can affect the 
vessels as well (Santhanam et  al., 2010). Elevated erythropoietin 
can also elevate the risk for AV fistula stenosis (Wärme et al., 2019).
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Due to the stresses caused by the intervention, several 
parameters changed, but all of them are expected after surgery. 
The creation of the loop needs more dissection, and two 
anastomoses are made, which causes bigger blood loss. Since 
every surgery causes some level of inflammation (acute phase 
reaction), these together can explain the significant PO1 week 
changes compared to the other groups, and it is coherent with 
former studies (McKenzie and Laudicina, 1998; Arias et  al., 
2009; Toth et  al., 2014). The MCV values showed a significant 
peak at the PO1 week in the loop group. We  suspect that it 
was caused also by the bigger blood loss, because it is known 
in the literature that after notable blood loss the cell volume 
can increase due to the increased proliferating bone marrow 
cells (Nagao and Hirokawa, 2017). The platelet values also 
notably elevated in the loop group at the PO1 week, which 
was due to the blood loss and postoperative inflammation 
(Table  1; Santhosh-Kumar et  al., 1991; Griesshammer et  al., 
1999). The unexpected result was that the fistula group values 
elevated by the end of the surgery. This side effect of the 
fistula is not well-known. We suspect that the chronic ischemic 
state of the operated limb through ischemic metabolites can 
increase the RBC levels as a compensatory mechanism (Haase, 
2010, 2013). This effect may be  only noticeable, because the 
fistula was placed on the femoral artery, which is able to 
“steal” significant amount of blood from the leg, without 
interfering with the blood supply of the other organs such as 
the kidney or the liver, unlike a carotid-jugular AVF (Ghanem 
et  al., 2019). The prolonged inflammatory state of the rat in 
the fistula group caused by the chronic limb ischemia can 
increase the WBC count throughout the follow-up period 
(Table  2). This can explain why the values did not decrease 
in the fistula group contrary to the other two groups.

Since the blood is mixing in case of a fistula, we  suspected 
some changes in the blood gas parameters. Pulmonary 
hypertension is expected in a presence of a fistula (Abassi 
et  al., 2006). Contrary to other articles, a pCO2 levels did not 
decrease due to the pulmonary hypertension (Hoeper et  al., 
2007; Olsson et  al., 2015). This could mean that in rats, in 
case of a femoral AVF, the pulmonary circulation is able to 
compensate. Because of the pCO2 values elevated, the pO2 
values significantly decreased. The blood oxygenation level can 
affect deformability; therefore, this could also contribute to the 
PO5 week hemorheological changes that occurred in the fistula 
group (Uyuklu et  al., 2009). Because the pO2 values were the 
highest in the fistula group at the PO5 week, unfortunately 
due to the elevated standard deviation, the difference was not 
significant. Also, the blood gas changes can induce the elevated 
RBC value as well. Comparing the venous blood to the mixed 
blood from the inferior caval vein, we  observed a significant 
increase on a pO2 and glucose concentration. Oxygen controls 
the pulmonary capillaries’ constriction, the higher venous oxygen 
levels can add to the already existing pulmonary hypertension 
and decrease the lung perfusion.

In the RBC deformability values, we  observed a significant 
impairment by the PO1 week in the loop group, correlating 
with the hematological findings. It would mean that the 
postoperative inflammation and the mechanical trauma caused by 

the not yet matured graft was damaging to the RBCs. During 
the graft maturation, the shear stress and turbulent flow decreases, 
therefore, the deformability values could normalize, as the 
vessels completely matured (within 4–6  weeks; Browne et  al., 
2015; Li et  al., 2018). The EImax values also normalized in 
every group, except in the fistula group, where it elevated 
significantly. The physiological shear stress values in the human 
body changes depending on the location. The shear stress in 
arterioles can be  up to more than 5  Pa, in large veins around 
0.1–0.5  Pa, however, these values are much higher in a fistula 
(Whitmore, 1969; Ene-Iordache and Remuzzi, 2012). Unlike 
the loop shaped graft, the fistula diameter enlarges during the 
maturation. This should moderately decrease the shear stress, 
but after the end of the maturation, the flow is still altered 
compared to the normal vessels (Siddiqui et  al., 2017). The 
moderately elevated shear stress can improve the deformability 
by deliberation of NO from the cells (Meram et  al., 2013; 
Simmonds et al., 2014). This supports our finding and suggests 
that the flow was still pathological at the PO5 week. As it 
was mentioned before, the chronic ischemic state of the hind 
limb caused elevation in the RBC count. We  hypothesized 
that the newly formed young RBCs population altered the 
deformability values. It is known that the young RBCs have 
better deformability, thus it could elevate the tested deformability 
parameters, such as the EImax values (Muravyov et  al., 2002; 
Huisjes et  al., 2018). The aggregation behaved the same way 
as the EImax values, only the fistula group showed elevation. 
Since the microcirculation can be already damaged by a chronic 
disease, these small changes could seriously affect the distal 
microcirculation of the limbs (Libertiny and Hands, 1999; 
Savage et  al., 2000; Rask-Madsen and King, 2013). We  also 
noticed a strong correlation between the aggregation and the 
deformability values during the course of the experiment. This 
correlation was only notable above 9.49  Pa. Since the shear 
forces in the human body rarely go above 10  Pa, it may seem 
inadequate to examine forces above that level, but in case of 
arterial stenosis, the shear-stress could rise as high as 100  Pa 
(Samet and Lelkes, 1999; Waite and Fine, 2007).

The previously mentioned changes could be  seen in the 
LD values as well. In the fistula group, where most of the 
hemorheological changes occurred, the microcirculation was 
the most impaired, not only on the operated leg but also on 
the non-operated leg. We  suspect this is caused by the 
hemorheological changes, and that is why both hind limbs’ 
LD values were significantly lower than in the other two groups, 
because the steal mechanism caused by the fistula could decrease 
only the operated legs microcirculation. The hemorheological 
findings also suggest that, in case of a fistula, the microcirculation 
is more likely to be  impaired.

CONCLUSION

The presence of the fistula caused several changes in the 
hematological, hemorheological, and microcirculatory parameters 
by the end of the postoperative period. Even though the creation 
of the loop appeared more stressful for the animal, after 
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5  weeks of observation all parameters returned back to the 
normal values. In this rat model, the loop-shaped graft was 
better to preserve micro-rheological and microcirculatory state, 
and thus, the method might be  a suitable alternative for 
hemodialysis when the AVF is not feasible.
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